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ADRIATIC ARCHIPELAGOS AND GREEK GODDESSES

Greek temples, rugged coastal mountain ranges, and rustic,
tile-roofed villages dotting the eastern Adriatic shoreline define
this exceptional 9-day cruise with an overnight port stay in
Kotor, Montenegro. Toast the benefits of Croatian microclimates
during a wine tasting near rocky vineyards outside Zadar. Sail,
swim and snorkel at a pristine archipelago near Hvar, or rise
early to pick fresh, organic vegetables for your family-style
Croatian breakfast in the village of Hora, near there. Master
Montenegro cuisine under the guidance of a decorated
restaurant chef in Kotor. Admire the royal ambiance of Achillion,
the Greek mansion of a former Austrian empress on Corfu. And
enjoy Greek music performances and take your mark on the
hallowed grounds of Olympia, the birthplace of Greek and global
athletic competitions.

ITINERARY

Day 1 - Venice

No other sea approach in the Adriatic raises goose bumps like
Venice, a small ship exclusive where the entire city and its
lagoon are a UNESCO World Heritage Site. On your luxurious
home-away-from home, you arrive already equipped with a
sense of what it's like to live in the city that's neither land nor
water. Add your own sigh to the Bridge of Sighs, sip a spritz al
bitter as you plot your agenda, and let the water taxis do your
navigating unless you don't mind getting lost. Not such a bad
prospect, with serendipitous discoveries around every corner.

Day 2 - Zadar
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Something here will capture your heart. A Roman amphitheater,
9th century churches, and museums packed with Byzantine-era
artworks crowd the peninsula that tidily contains the Old Town.
It's a tempting way to spend the day for sure. While away the
day listening to Zadar's giant Sea Organ, a haunting musical
improv performed by the surging Adriatic or share a bench with
a sun-drunk cat as you bite into a truffle.

Day 3 - Hvar

Celebrities from Prince Harry to Beyonce have made Hvar their
go-to place. Follow the city walls to sweeping views from the
fortress on the hill. Head to the town square for a look at the
Venetian Cathedral or find the large bay of Stari Grad on an
optional tour to this famous UNESCO site.

Day 4 - Kotor

This is one of Montenegro's most beautiful bays, and the
approach offers one breathtaking fjord-like view after another.
Just when you've reached your fill of blues and greens, the
bright red rooftops of the medieval Old Town come into view.
The entire area has been proclaimed a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. The charming streets of Old Town remain car free, filled
with 12th century Baroque palaces and Romanesque churches.
For a fresh perspective, climb to the fortress on the hill for a
breathtaking vista.

Day 5 and 6 - Dubrovnik

While larger ships must pass by, we anchor right beyond the
famous walled city so you can admire its beauty with every
glance. Tender ashore and step right into Old Town, a UNESCO
site where no cars are allowed, just eons of history. Capture the
exhilarating views on your camera -- and in your memory. End
your day at the Buza Cafe (if you can find it) watching bold
divers leap off the cliffs into the crystalline sea.

Day 7 - Corfu

One of the most beautiful and popular islands, located on the
Ionian Sea, Corfu has wonderful beaches and small villages
throughout the island. Take in the Venetian influence at the two
fortresses located in Old Town, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Day 9 - Katakolon

Charming and scenic Katakolon is the gateway to Olympia, the
original home of the Olympic Games and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. You can visit this memorable site only 30 minutes
away and see the fertile Peloponnese valleys along the way, full
of strawberries, tomatoes, corn and olive trees.

Day 10 - Athens

With 3,000 years of history, you can't turn around in Athens
without encountering the past. The Acropolis, a UNESCO site,
the Plaka, and the Acropolis Museum are must-sees. But leave
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time if you can to climb Pnyx Hill for photos of the Parthenon at
sunset, to buy your own set of Greek komboloi (worry beads),
and to explore the metro stations that serve as mini-museums
for the relics that are constantly being unearthed.
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YOUR SHIP: WIND SPIRIT

YOUR SHIP: Wind Spirit

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Wind Spirit
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PRICING

15-Jun-2024 to 24-Jun-2024

Catergory BX £3292 GBP pp

Category TX £3975 GBP pp

Category A £3479 GBP pp

Suites from £6089 GBP pp

24-Jun-2024 to 03-Jul-2024

Catergory BX £3292 GBP pp

Category TX £3975 GBP pp

Category A £3479 GBP pp

Suites from £6089 GBP pp

07-Jul-2024 to 17-Jul-2024

Catergory BX £3514 GBP pp

Category TX £4214 GBP pp

Category A £3114 GBP pp

Suites from £7675 GBP pp


